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A good web development framework anticipates what you need to do and makes those tasks easier

and more efficient; jQuery practically reads your mind. Developers of every stripe-hobbyists and

professionals alike-fall in love with jQuery the minute they've reduced 20 lines of clunky JavaScript

into three lines of elegant, readable code. This new, concise JavaScript library radically simplifies

how you traverse HTML documents, handle events, perform animations, and add Ajax interactions

to your web pages.  jQuery in Action, like jQuery itself, is a concise tool designed to make you a

more efficient and effective web developer. In a short 300 pages, this book introduces you to the

jQuery programming model and guides you through the major features and techniques you'll need

to be productive immediately. The book anchors each new concept in the tasks you'll tackle in

day-to-day web development and offers unique lab pages where you immediately put your jQuery

knowledge to work.  There are dozens of JavaScript libraries available now, with major companies

like Google, Yahoo and AOL open-sourcing their in-house tools. This book shows you how jQuery

stacks up against other libraries and helps you navigate interaction with other tools and frameworks.

 jQuery in Action offers a rich investigation of the up-and-coming jQuery library for client-side

JavaScript. This book covers all major features and capabilities in a manner focused on getting the

reader up and running with jQuery from the very first sections. Web Developers reading this book

will gain a deep understanding of how to use jQuery to simplify their pages and lives, as well as

learn the philosophy behind writing jQuery-enhanced pages.
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jQuery is a Javascript framework that aims to let you think structurally and conceptually, rather than

worrying about syntax and other details. In that largely succeeds, and so does this remarkable

book.Every technical book should be like this one; having written a few myself, I know that's a tall

order. "jQuery in Action" is concise but clear, humorous but not silly, and answers all the questions it

raises, quickly. The reader is never left wondering "But what about..." for more than a sentence or

two. The authors clearly gave a lot of thought to pedagogy, because things are explained in a clear

way which progresses naturally from chapter to chapter. Factor in the extremely readable style and

the handsome diagrams, and it's easy to see why reading this book is a sheer joy.For each major

feature of jQuery, this book provides a "Laboratory page", a kind of interactive HTML playground

where you can try the feature out using different options. The remarkable flexibility of these pages is

a testament to both the power of jQuery and to the imagination and creativity of the authors.Perhaps

the most commendable feature of "jQuery in Action" is, however, its unflinching honesty. All too

often authors are interested in selling you on an approach or a product, and they tend to gloss over

the rough spots to win you over. These authors refuse to do that. They present their topic just as it

is, describe its merits, and let the reader decide. You should, of course, decide to buy this book!

This is just an excellent book all around. It's well-written. No BS to wade through (just the stuff you

need to get going with jQuery). It has excellent online tools to download so you can really get into

jQuery and how it works (they call it a Lab page -- it's a set of HTML pages that you download and

use to test tasks or theories in jQuery).I haven't read too many books solely on Ajax frameworks but

I cannot recommend this one enough. You'll be up and running with jQuery faster than you can

imagine.

I purchased this book as soon as it was available. I knew very little about JavaScript then and

jQuery in Action does not assume that you know anything about it. The examples are very clear and

the book is very carefully written without unnecessary words. But you get more. The authors lead

you to show how to think, they designed the samples to advance from trivial to professional

knowledge. Often, scanning through the example code, I found myself asking "why is it this way?"

and immediately in the next paragraph, there was the answer. I am impressed with the quality of

writing, I think every serious professional should read this book whether or not he/she plans to use

jQuery.



jQuery in Action is a practical book that explains how to use, and what's behind the magical

framework known as jQuery. It's teaches by example, so you're never reading 20 pages of theory.

The writing is clear and it really shows you how to get through some of the "gotchas" of javascript,

like timing, animations, and our good friend Ajax. Good for beginners to Javascript, jQuery, and

experts.

I have solid JavaScript skills and plenty of experience, but at first I wasn't feeling 100% comfortable

using jQuery; I was able to be productive very quickly, but failed to feel at home using it. This book

was exactly what I was looking for. jQuery has its own way to approach many problems and, in my

case, I almost had to "unlearn" certain habits and embrace the idiomatic alternatives offered by the

library. jQuery in Action helped me a lot in the process, saved me some time and made the whole

learning process much more enjoyable. I wish there was more space dedicated to ui.jQuery, but I

understand that's a topic worth a dedicated book.

Second edition review:"jQuery in Action" (second edition) was a great book. It kept almost

everything I liked in the first edition while adding new stuff I liked and updating the content for the

latest version of jQuery.Cool stuff that's new in the second edition:1)More exercises than the first

edition to try in the labs2)The second half of the book on jQuery UI3)This is the first print book I saw

with references to HTML 54)Mine came with a paper giving free access to the first and second

edition PDF - not sure if that was because I got a review copy or they all do5)The last sentence

made me smile - "We wish you health and happiness, and may all your bugs be easily

solvable!What I continued to like:1)Screenshots of labs and reminders to do labs2)Emphasis on

common idioms, gotchas, etc3)Casual style and cultural references - this time caught a reference to

a Jimmy Buffett song4)The PDF is in color5)Showing the non-jQuery way first for things like

AJAXWhat I didn't like:1)Ripping out the paper with free book codes damaged the binding a

bit2)Could really use a list of tables - they are such great references3)The function syntax boxes

look the same for custom written plugins and built in. Awkward for later when flip through for

reference.4)Would have liked more on how to use plugins and which are available5)Could really

use a list of tables - wait, I said this. Maybe I should make my own.I read this book largely on the

train and didn't get the full benefit from it. I need to go back and do the labs and exercises. These

aren't optional!---Disclosure: I received a copy of this book from the publisher in exchange for writing

this review on behalf of JavaRanch.-----------------------------------------------------------------------First

edition review:"jQuery in Action" grabbed my interest and kept it. This was a great contrast to the



previous book I read - "Learning jQuery 1.3" which made me want to pull my hair out at the copious

HTML code. By contrast, the longest "jQuery in Action" code example was 3.5 pages and there

were only a few approaching this length. The vast majority were significantly shorter and all were

easily digestible.Note that this review is for jQuery in Action 1st edition which covers jQuery 1.3. If

you go to the publisher's website [...]), you can buy the second edition which covers jQuery 1.4.

While only three chapters of the second edition are available, you can see them as they get written.

Plus it includes the e-book for the current edition. If I were buying the book now, I'd choose this

arrangement. It's a great idea on the part of the publisher as it solves the "I want to read a good

book about jQuery now but don't want the latest edition ASAP."The book comes with some "labs"

that you can download to try out concepts. I really liked following along and trying out the

selectors/effects interactively. There was an emphasis on good coding concepts such as

Unobtrusive JavaScript and Progressive Disclosure throughout. I really liked the emphasis on

idioms and good techniques. I also liked how there was a page on why browser detection is bad

before showing how to do it.
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